
Jetpack Joyride

**About Jetpack Joyride**

Jetpack Joyride is one of the most popular endless games for smartphones and tablets. In the

game, players must control the hero Barry Steakfries, who is equipped with a jetpack, through a lab

and collect as many coins as possible.

In Jetpack Joyride you control the hero Barry Steakfries, who found a jetpack in a lab. Your job is

to let Barry fly through the lab as long as possible. You do not only have to collect as many coins

as you can, but you also have to dodge numerous dangers such as rockets or laser beams. In

addition to the jetpack, also other means of transport are available, which you can use for a short

time. With the collected coins you can also buy new jetpacks, clothes or helpful gadgets.

**Jetpack Joyride - Features:** 

- Fly through the lab: In Jetpack Joyride you control a hero named Barry Steakfries, who, as the

name of the game already suggests, is equipped with a jetpack. Use the jetpack, fly through the lab

and collect as many coins as you can. But beware: During your flight through the lab, dangers such

as rockets, laser beams or stun guns are always waiting for you. Only if you successfully avoid

them, you can survive for a long time and set up a new high score. Once you have been hit by a

rocket or other weapons, the game is over and you have to start over.

- Use other means of transportation: Like other endless games, Jetpack Joyride has power-ups

which help you to score even higher. In Jetpack Joyride, these power-ups are e.g. other means of

transportation. When you use a power-up, you can not only use the jetpack, but also, for example, a

fire-breathing dragon to make your way through the lab.

- Easy control: Jetpack Joyride impresses with a simple and intuitive control. In order that Barry

flies up with his jetpack, you just have to press the screen. As soon as you release the screen,

Barry loses height.

- Buy new items: The coins that you have collected during your flights can of course be invested in

the shop. For example, you can use the coins to buy new jetpacks, upgrades for your vehicles or

gadgets.

Conclusion: Jetpack Joyride is an entertaining endless game, which definitely has a high addictive

potential. Since controlling the game is very easy and can be learned within a few seconds, the

game can also be played by younger players.


